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THE CURRENT SAN FRANCISCO POLITICAL LANDSCAPE & THE 2015 MAYOR’S RACE:  HOW DO 
PROGRESSIVES FIT INTO IT?

Can progressives use the election campaign to defend San Francisco’s identity as a city of racial & economic 
diversity?

Progressive Democrats of America-San Francisco, District 8 Democrats and SF for Democracy present a forum 
to examine the issues progressives want to see addressed by incumbent SF Mayor Ed Lee and the candidates 
challenging him.

San Francisco sits at a crossroads, at risk of losing its diverse, progressive and creative identity as it rapidly 
becomes a playground for the rich. What can progressives do to make a positive impact on this election and on 
our city, now and into the future?

WHO:  
Moderator: Rose Aguilar, Host of “Your Call,” daily public affairs show on radio KALW 91.7 fm

Panelists: Tim Redmond: Political reporter, former editor of the San Francisco Bay Guardian and current 
author/publisher of the blog “48 Hills”

Tommi Avicolli Mecca: Housing rights activist; director of counseling programs for the Housing Rights Commit-
tee of San Francisco

Amy Farah Weiss (AKA “YIMBY—“Yes In My Backyard”): Community activist, founder of Neighbors Devel-
oping Divisadero and mayoral candidate

Francisco Herrera: Musician/social justice activist engaged in campaign to stop the exodus of SF minorities; 
mayoral candidate

WHEN:  Thursday, July 23, 7 to 9 pm

WHERE:  Women’s Building, 3543 18th Street, San Francisco

WHY:  San Francisco is in crisis, especially with regard to inequality, diversity, and housing affordability—yet 
incumbent SF mayor Ed Lee faces no high-profile significant progressive political challenge in this year’s 
mayoral campaign. How can progressives contribute to making this election an "accountability moment” to help 
preserve the city as a place where minorities, working and middle class residents and creative people can 
thrive? What can they do, during this campaign and beyond, to stop the city from becoming the exclusive 
territory of corporations, speculators and the rich?

INTERVIEW OPPORTUNITIES:  Rose Aguilar, Tim Redmond, Tommi Avicolli Mecca, Francisco Herrera, Amy 
Farah Weiss and the public


